Рекомендуемые темы учебного проекта
для учащихся 10го класса
1) Great Britons (Heroes)
2) Olympic Games 2014
3) Paralympic Games
4) Moscow is a comfortable city for people with disabilities
5) Money and happiness, money and success
6) My ideal place of living (requirements)
7) The problem of poverty in the cities
8) Generation gap in my family
9) Advertisement makes the streets more attractive
10) The UK – is it a monarchy of a republic?
11) The Parliament in the UK (+comparing with Russia), Elections
12) Tourism in modern Great Britain (economics, pros&cons)
13) Language borrowings (SMS, modern borrowings into Russian, or Latin borrowings into
English…)
14) Geographical position of the UK and its influence on the economical development/climate/life
15) Historic events in the past and their influence on modern day Britain
16) A Famous/Notorious Historic Personality (politician, writer, pirate, journalist…)
17) Compare a historic period of time in the UK and Russia
18) William Shakespeare – is he a legend or a real historic figure?
19) Environmental problems and ways to overcome them.

Requirements for the project
The Contents
1) The choice of the topic should be explained (2-3 paragraphs)
- why the topic is vital for you?
- what made you interested in the topic?
2) State a problem in your topic and prove that it needs solving: (~3 pages)
- work with sources of information to prove that it’s a problematic issue;
- include examples from literature, films, Mass Media (magazines), statistics
3) Express your opinion on the problem (~1,5 pages)
- give 3 or more arguments
- give an opposing opinion
- prove that you do not agree with the opposing opinion
4) Offer your way of solving the problem (~1,5 pages)
- explain your ideas
- draw a conclusion
Other requirements
Your project should include:
1) 6000 words
2) Sources of information and links
3) Appendix with diagrams and graphs
4) Speech: time limit – 5 minutes
5) Font: Times New Roman 12

